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We construct the complete structural phase diagram of polymer adsorption at substrates with
attractive stripe-like patterns in the parameter space spanned by the adsorption affinity of the stripes
and temperature. Results were obtained by extensive generalized-ensemble Monte Carlo simulations
of a generic model for the hybrid organic-inorganic system. By comparing with adhesion properties
at homogeneous substrates, we find substantial differences in the formation of adsorbed polymer
structures if translational invariance at the surface is broken by a regular pattern. Beside a more
specific understanding of polymer adsorption processes, our results are potentially relevant for the
design of macromolecular pattern recognition devices such as sensors.
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Interfacial macromolecular recognition is essential and
ubiquitous in biology processes and of potential interest
for nanotechnological applications. For these reasons, a
thorough understanding of the generic features that pro-
mote the adsorption of polymers at attractive substrates
under the influence of thermal fluctuations is of undeni-
able relevance. The complex interplay of generic, undi-
rected environmental effects (as, e.g., controlled by the
temperature) and system-specific parameters that enable
the formation of stable, ordered structural phases of the
polymer near the substrate, requires systematic research.
Consequently, the statistical mechanics of adsorption
transitions of entire classes of such hybrid systems can
only be investigated by means of efficient stochastic
Monte Carlo computer simulations. Computational stud-
ies have already been done extensively in the past for the
adsorption of lattice polymers and proteins [1–8], and
off-lattice polymer models [9–11] at homogeneous, flat
substrates. Various other geometries of substrates have
been investigated as well, such as polymer adsorption un-
der confinement in spherical cavities [12], at cylindrical
[13, 14] and fluctuating membrane-like surfaces [15], and
at nanowires [16, 17]. The recognition of substrates and
surface patterns by polymers and proteins has also been
the subject of numerous experimental and computational
studies [18–24]. What is still lacking, but essential for the
turn-over from empirical to systematic design of macro-
molecular pattern-recognizing devices is the understand-
ing of the change of the generic structural behavior of
macromolecules in the vicinity of an attractive substrate,
if the homogeneous surface is replaced by a patterned in-
terface.
In this Letter, we compare the structural phase dia-
grams of molecular adsorption at homogeneous and het-
erogeneous substrates for entire classes of substrates that
are characterized by their adsorption propensity. We will
unravel the complex structure formation processes and
the stable structural phases that are formed by com-
peting energetic interactions such as surface attraction
strength and intramolecular forces, and also entropic ef-
fects due to thermal activation and the repercussions of
finite-size effects.
For our study, we introduce a generic model for the ad-
sorption of a self-interacting polymer at a complex sur-
face with a stripe pattern. It is sufficiently simple to en-
able a comprising computational study of all structural
phases of the hybrid system, but it is also specific enough
to identify the differences between polymer adsorption
behavior at homogeneous and patterned substrates.
The polymer is modeled by a linear bead-stick model
with stiff bonds of length unity. Non-bonded intramolec-
ular interactions are described by a standard Lennard-
Jones potential; the sum over all pairwise contributions
reads:
ELJ/ε = 4
N−2∑
i=1
N∑
j=i+2
[(
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6]
, (1)
where rij is the distance between two non-bonded
monomers i and j; N = 40 is the number of monomers
in the polymer chain. In our model, the intramolecular
interaction sets the overall energy scale ε, in which also
all other energies will be measured. The length scale of
this interaction (van der Waals diameter) matches that
of the bond length ri i+1 ≡ b: σ/b = 1, which will serve
as basic unit for all other lengths as well. As a reference
to DNA/RNA and protein systems, an effective overall
stiffness of the chain is introduced by the bending en-
ergy Ebend/ε = ǫbend
∑N−2
i=1 (1− cosϑi) , where ϑi is the
2FIG. 1. Polymer near a substrate with stripe pattern, with
the surface located at z = 0. The density plot represents
the periodic surface potential. The steric wall at z = 60
regularizes the translational entropy in the half-space z > 0.
bending angle between monomers i, i+1, and i+2, and
ǫbend = 1/4.
The surface of the substrate is located at z = 0 and
possesses a periodic stripe pattern that is oriented in y
direction. The bulk of the substrate (z < 0) is homo-
geneous. The interaction of the polymer chain with the
patterned substrate is described by [9, 11]:
Es/ε =
N∑
i=1
ǫsub(xi)
[
2
15
(
σs
zi
)9
−
(
σs
zi
)3]
(zi > 0),
(2)
where the same length scale as above has been chosen
(σs/b = 1). The 9-3 Lennard-Jones-like potential follows
by integrating a 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential over the
half-space z < 0. We quantify the effect of the stripe
pattern by the periodic x-dependent dimensionless ad-
sorption strength parameter:
ǫsub(x) = ǫs + ǫstripe
{
cos2(α(x)π), if |α(x)| ≤ 1/2,
0, otherwise,
(3)
where the choice α(x) = [(x/σx + 1/2) mod D] − 1/2
[25] guarantees that the periodic potential is maximally
attractive at the stripe locations x
(k)
max = ±kDσx (k inte-
ger), smoothly decays towards x
(k)
max ± σx/2, and is zero
otherwise. As for all other length scales, we set σx/b = 1
in the simulations. The distance between the stripes was
chosen to be D = 5.
Thus, the total energy of any polymer conformation
is given by E = ELJ + Ebend + Es. The hybrid model
and the effective surface potential strength that is felt
by each monomer are depicted in Fig. 1. To prevent
FIG. 2. Hyper-phase diagrams of structural polymer phases
for homogeneous substrates (top) with ǫstripe = 0 and for sub-
strates with stripe pattern (bottom), where ǫs = 1. In A/D
phases polymer structures are preferably adsorbed/desorbed.
The second letter indicates increasing order in these phase
regions: expanded (E), globular (G), and compact (C); PC is
short for “phase coexistence”. Temperatures T are given in
units of ε/kB.
the non-grafted polymer from escaping, a steric wall is
placed at z = 60. The influence of this constraint upon
the translational entropy is well understood [11]. There
are no boundaries in x and y directions.
With this model, the two cases of substrate types,
homogeneous and patterned, can be compared system-
atically. Homogeneous substrates are represented by
ǫstripe = 0 and the only energy scale associated with the
surface potential that competes with the polymer param-
eters, is governed by ǫs. This case has been investigated
in detail in Refs. [9, 11]. The hyper-phase diagram for a
40-mer, parametrized by ǫs and temperature T , is shown
in Fig. 2(top). The more interesting case of the pat-
terned substrate is simulated by adjusting the homoge-
neous component of the surface energy by setting ǫs = 1
and by considering ǫstripe as a variable parameter.
We simulated this system at 71 fixed values of ǫstripe
with the parallel tempering Monte Carlo method [26],
using in each case 72 replicas at different temperatures.
3The total number of sweeps amounted to 1010.
The structural hyper-phase diagram that corresponds
to this case is shown in Fig. 2(bottom), also for a poly-
mer with N = 40 monomers. This is the central re-
sult of our study. The monotonic behaviors of various
canonical response quantities, such as the specific heat
and fluctuations of structural quantities (gyration ten-
sor components, contact numbers), were investigated and
regions of thermal activity identified (peaks and “shoul-
ders”). The accumulation of these signals is represented
by the transition bands shown in the phase diagrams.
Since the system is finite, the width of the bands is a
systematic uncertainty [9]. As usual, it should be noted
that (pseudo)transitions between structural phases shall
not be confused with thermodynamic phase transitions,
although the origin of the structural transitions, coop-
erativity, is similar. In exemplary simulations of longer
chains with up to 80 monomers, we do not observe qual-
itative changes in the phase behavior, i.e., the results for
N = 40 are representative.
Before discussing the novel features of adsorption be-
havior under the influence of the pattern potential, let
us review the main structural phases of the homoge-
neous case first, as shown in Fig. 2(top). The ad-
sorption transition line separates the major adsorbed
phases of expanded (random-coil) structures (AE), glob-
ular adsorbats (AG), and compact, crystalline struc-
tures (AC) from the well-known desorbed phases of ex-
panded (DE), globular (DG), and compact conforma-
tions (DC). Particularly noteworthy are the topological
transitions from three-dimensional conformations to two-
dimensional films (AE→AG1 and AG→AG1), as well as
the layering transitions towards ACn, where n denotes
the number of layers in the conformation [9, 11]. By
comparing the results for various system sizes and also
with lattice results, no obvious indications could be found
that the general phase structure will substantially change
towards the thermodynamic limit. Even the hierarchical
solid-solid (layering) transitions from mono- to multiple-
layer phases are surprisingly persistent. Representative
polymer conformations are shown for all phases in Fig. 3.
The structural phase diagram for polymer adsorption
at a striped substrate, as shown in Fig. 2(bottom), is
also generic in large parts, but it depends on the over-
all attraction strength of the substrate (in our model
ǫs). We chose ǫs = 1, because in this case the energy
scale of the overall attraction strength of the substrate is
identical to the non-bonded intramolecular energy scale.
This has the advantage that the limit ǫstripe = 0 is non-
trivial (standard adsorption at a homogeneous substrate)
and the phase structure in the chosen temperature in-
terval is balanced, i.e., there are distinct desorbed and
adsorbed phases. Thus, the cross-sections at ǫstripe = 0
in the phase diagram in Fig. 2(bottom) and at ǫs = 1 in
Fig. 2(top) are identical, which is why in the desorbed
phase homogeneous striped (ǫs = 1)
DE
DG
DC N/A
AE
AG1 N/A
AG
AC0 N/A
AC1 N/A
AC2 N/A
AC3
AC4 N/A
PC N/A
FIG. 3. Examples of typical conformations in the different
structural phases for homogeneous (ǫstripe = 0) and striped
substrates (with ǫs = 1).
region only DG and DE are present, but not DC. The
most compact polymer structures are those with three
layers (AC3). The adsorption transition line separates
the globular regimes DG and AG. The general phase
structure and thus also the dominant polymer conforma-
tions are virtually the same for both classes of substrates.
It should be noted that the correspondence between both
substrate classes holds also for other values of ǫs, as long
as ǫstripe does not exceed a specific threshold value (here
it is ǫstripe ≈ 3, where phase AE starts mixing in).
4Regarding the polymer structures, the essential differ-
ence between the adsorption processes on both types of
substrates is that the polymer prefers the contact to the
energetically more favorable stripe regions on the pat-
terned substrate. Since the extension (radius of gyration
in the xy plane) of the compact conformations in AG and
AC3 is smaller than the distance between the stripes, the
polymer recognizes exactly one stripe upon adsorption.
We here generally consider an adsorption transition to be
a recognition process, if the polymer adjusts to the sur-
face pattern in any form. In this case, the space between
the stripes is virtually emptied, i.e., the AG/AC3 phases
in the case of the patterned substrate have a different
appearance than their analogs in the homogeneous case.
Effectively, the presence of the stripes reduces the trans-
lational entropy on the substrate. For the same reason,
the adsorption from DG to AG is a docking process with
no apparent refolding. The increased attraction affinity
of the patterned substrate caused by the stripes leads to
an increased adsorption temperature. The freezing tran-
sition from AG to AC3 remains virtually unaffected by
an increase of ǫstripe in this region (ǫstripe < 4.5): Once
the polymer has docked in phase AG, it only reorders
monomers upon further cooling to optimize the number
of internal contacts and the distance of each monomer to
the stripe it binds to.
In phase DE, entropy clearly dominates over non-
bonded polymer energy and conformations are unstruc-
tured. Lowering the temperature leads to adsorption, but
not ordering, i.e., the adsorption phase AE forms. The
energetic attraction of the stripes is larger than the ho-
mogeneous regions of the substrate, so the polymer recog-
nizes the existence of the stripes, but its typical extension
is larger than the distance between two stripes. There-
fore, the polymer structures attach to several stripes si-
multaneously, but in no specific way. For comparatively
large stripe attraction strength (ǫstripe > 6), the poly-
mer undergoes a direct transition from AE to a singular
regime that has no relevance on homogeneous substrates.
This is the “rodlike phase” AC0 of linelike structures,
where all monomers prefer contact with a single stripe
(see Fig. 3).
It is a truly essential feature of stripe-patterned ad-
sorption that with AC0 we have identified another topo-
logical phase. Remember that the 40mer has four AC
phases on homogeneous substrates, of which AC1 is film-
like, i.e., two-dimensional, whereas polymer structures in
AC2, AC3, and AC4 form the three-dimensional topo-
logical class of compact phases, where structures extend
into the third dimension perpendicular to the substrate.
However, AC0 is apparently one-dimensional. Topologi-
cal transitions between these phases are supposed to be
particularly strong and persistent in the thermodynamic
limit [3, 4, 9, 11].
Another remarkable feature is the transition from AC0
to AC3 by passing a transition regime that we denote by
PC (phase coexistence). Given the fact that we have cho-
sen thin stripes with orientational interaction directed al-
most entirely into the direction perpendicular to the sub-
strate, lamellar or film-like double-rod structures (which
would make up a phase AC1) and double-layer or triple-
rod structures (that would form a phase AC2) have to
compete with “pearl-necklace” structures as shown in
Fig. 3. The result is the mixed phase PC, where the men-
tioned geometries coexist, but none dominates. Mixed
solid phases occur for finite polymers also in DC [27].
To summarize, we have identified the complete phase
structure of polymers adsorbing at a substrate with stripe
pattern by means of parallel tempering Monte Carlo sim-
ulations. By comparison with known results obtained for
homogeneous substrates, we found substantial differences
in the adsorption behavior, where the attractive inter-
action of the stripes governs the formation of polymer
structures at the adsorbent. We also found that a direc-
tional stripe potential favors the formation of crystalline
droplets and rodlike strings at a single stripe. Conse-
quently, the adsorption transition in the globular regime
(DE→AE) and the collapse/reordering transitions at the
substrate (AE→AG; AG,AE→AC0) were identified as
the only transitions, where the polymer recognizes the
stripe pattern. To conclude, our general results con-
tribute to the systematic understanding of polymer ad-
sorption and recognition at patterned complex surfaces,
which is relevant for non-empirical approaches to the de-
sign of nanosensoric applications.
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